Here’s a variation on the four corners idea for “I Belong to the Church of Jesus Christ”.

Four corners is a game where you label four corners in your primary room with the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see below). Then, you need a volunteer to come up front and close his/her eyes. Then, a class (or several children depending on the size of your primary) tiptoes and hides in any corner they wish (they can hide together as a class or split up). The class tiptoes while the rest of the primary sings the song you’re learning. After singing, the person with his/her eyes closed calls out a corner number (one, two, three, or four). Whatever children are in that corner must sit down and join the rest of the primary.

My twist on this game is to ask for two reverent singers to come up and each answer a question that will teach the class more about the song “I Belong to the Church of Jesus Christ”. These two children will then stand up front with their eyes closed. After we discuss the questions, then I’ll have a class come up and be the children who tiptoe to any of the four corners. We are going to sing half of the song ending with the phrase “I’ll follow him in faith”. At that time we will stop and have one of the children who is up front with his/her eyes closed call out a corner number. Then we will resume singing the last half of the song. The second helper who is up front with closed eyes will then call out another corner number.

I will ask for two new helpers at the completion of the song. If most of the children are sitting then I’ll probably call another class to come up and tiptoe, if not, we might just continue playing with the original class tiptoeing. The questions I am asking are listed below.

1. What do I belong to?
   A: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

2. What two things do I know?
   A: I know who I am, I know God’s Plan (If we have time, we might discuss these answers a little more)

3. How will I follow Him?
   A: In faith (Briefly mention what faith is)

4. Who do I believe in?
   A: the Savior, Jesus Christ

5. What will I honor?
   A: I’ll honor His name (By making good choices so we are not being disrespectful or embarrassing him.)

6. What will I do?
   A: what is right

7. What will I follow?
   A: I’ll follow His light (How? By choosing the right and following the prophet)

8. What will I proclaim?
   A: His truth (explain that proclaim means to tell)

9. How can I proclaim his truth?
   A: There really isn’t a wrong answer here. Some I came up with are: Tell others that you believe in Jesus Christ, give someone a Book of Mormon, invite a friend to church, setting an example for others by choosing the right, and following the prophet.
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